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Executive Summary
The Problem
Recently, San Diego County made national headlines from 
the Hepatitis A outbreak that hospitalized 395 individuals 
and resulted in the death of 20 individuals. Although these 
rates are alarming, they pale in comparison to the 2,155 
people walking and biking that were injured and the 107 
people walking and biking that were killed on our roads in 
San Diego County in 2016.

Nationally more than 37,000 people were killed during their 
daily commute in 2016. Generally when tens of thousands 
of people die each year, it is considered an epidemic and 
resources are dedicated to protect the community through 
medicine, vaccines, and policies. It is time for city leaders to 
shift the mindset of looking at traffic collisions as “accidents,” 
and begin taking action to save lives.

The Solution
Vision Zero is a data-driven approach to eliminate traffic 
fatalities and severe injuries on our roadways, within 
a specific time frame, by increasing safe, healthy, and 
equitable mobility. Vision Zero started in Sweden in the 
1990s and because of its proven track record, has gained 
popularity internationally and has been adopted by more 
than 30 cities nationwide, including the City of San Diego.

Vision Zero strategies focus on:

• Reducing speed limits and prioritizing safety.
• Redesigning streets to make them accessible for 

people of all ages and abilities.
• Raising awareness of unsafe activities and 

changing behaviors.
• Enhancing data-driven traffic enforcement in the 

areas of greatest concern.

Vision Zero challenges the traditional approach to traffic 
safety by recognizing that death and severe injury can be 
prevented.

Circulate San Diego developed this report for policymakers 
and community advocates interested in saving lives and 
creating safer streets for all. In this report you will find 
background information on Vision Zero, data on the most 
dangerous intersections and corridors for each city in South 
County, and tried and tested recommendations to start 
saving lives.

The following are actions communities can take to work 
towards achieving Vision Zero:

• Introduce traffic calming measures where crashes 
occur most frequently.

• Prioritize safety for Capital Improvement Program 
funding prioritization.

• Adopt Complete Streets policies and update 
street design guidelines.

• Research data to determine most dangerous 
behaviors contributing to crashes.

This report focuses on San Diego’s South County Cities: 
Imperial Beach, National City, Chula Vista, and Coronado.
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SUB-REGIONAL SECTION

Chula Vista received SANDAG Active 
Transportation Grant Program funds in 2015 
for a Multi-Modal Pedestrian/Bicycle Master 
Plan that is currently under way. Chula 
Vista’s successful application highlighted the 
incorporation of Complete Streets principles in 
the planning process.

In FY 2010-11, Imperial Beach was awarded 
a Caltrans Sustainable Transportation 
Planning Grant Program (formerly called the 
Environmental Justice Grant Program) to write 
a Safe Routes to School plan. The extensive 
community engagement led to prioritized 
issues identified by parents in a Walkability 
Work Plan.

National City has an ongoing Safe Routes 
To School program that educates school 
communities about traffic safety, as well as 
documenting road conditions to help prioritize 
improvements.

In 2016, the City of Coronado in partnership 
with Circulate San Diego conducted a variety of 
safety training to encourage more children to 
walk and bike to school while increasing safety 
and physical activity. Coronado is also in the 
final stages of developing a city-wide active 
transportation plan.

Imperial Beach

South County

National City

CoronadoChula Vista

South County, which includes Imperial Beach, National City, Chula Vista, and Coronado, is one of the 
oldest parts of San Diego County. These cities contain a wide geographic area including urban, walkable 
neighborhoods that have seen a recent resurgence with new breweries, restaurants, and grocery stores. 
Combined with the more recent car-oriented communities developed in the eastern part of South 
County, these cities face unique challenges and opportunities for eliminating traffic fatalities and serious 
injuries. Appendix A contains collision data for each city in South County.

Every city has room for improvement to make streets safe and this report outlines several ways to 
achieve results. Each city in South County has taken proactive steps in the right direction in line with 
the recommendations in this report. South County cities have made investments in the safety of their 
residents that are commendable, here are some recent examples:
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The Problem

For decades, cities have been built for automobiles. This has 
led to the development of more highways and high-speed 
roadways that often prioritize speed over safety. As a result, 
nationwide more than 37,000 people are killed each year 
while traveling on our roads.1

Generally when tens of thousands of people die each year, 
it is considered an epidemic and resources are dedicated 
to protect the community through medicine, vaccines, 
and policies. San Diego County recently made national 
headlines from the Hepatitis A outbreak that hospitalized 
395 individuals and resulted in the death of 20 individuals.2  
Although these rates are alarming, they pale in comparison 
to the 2,155 people that were injured and the 107 people 

1  “US DOT Releases 2016 Fatal Traffic Crash Data,” US Department of Transportation, October 6, 2017, available at https://www.nhtsa.gov/press-
releases/usdot-releases-2016-fatal-traffic-crash-data.
2  “Hepatitis A,” San Diego County Health and Human Services Agency, January 23, 2018, available at https://www.sandiegocounty.gov/content/
sdc/hhsa/programs/phs/community_epidemiology/dc/Hepatitis_A.html.
3  “SWITRS Query & Map,” Transportation Injury Mapping System, January 30, 2018, available at https://tims.berkeley.edu/tools/query/summary.
php.
4  Brian McKenzie, “Who Drives to Work? Commuting by Automobile in the United States: 2013,” US Census, August 2015, available at https://www.
census.gov/content/dam/Census/library/publications/2015/acs/acs-32.pdf.

that were killed while walking and biking in our communities 
in 2016.3

Suburban sprawl led to the development of low-density 
communities where children are being bussed to school 
and the use of an automobile is required even for a simple 
trip to the grocery store. In 1960 nearly 64 percent of the 
population commuted to work by private vehicle, by 2013 
that percentage increased to nearly 86 percent.4

This trend is also trickling down and impacting some of our 
most vulnerable populations, children. In 1969, 41 percent 
of children lived within one mile of school and 89 percent of 
them usually walked or biked to school. By 2009, 31 percent 
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of children lived within a mile of school, and only 35 percent 
of them would walk or bike to school.5

During this same time we have seen rates of individuals 
with obesity increase dramatically. In the 1970s nearly 15 
percent of adults and 4 percent of children were obese.6 By 
2014, the percentage of adults impacted by obesity more 
than doubled (38 percent) and the percentage of children 
with obesity more than tripled (17 percent).7 In San Diego 
County nearly 59 percent of adults and over 30 percent of 
children are overweight or obese.8 9

5  “The Decline of Walking and Bicycling,” Safe Routes to School Guide, January 30, 2018, available at http://guide.saferoutesinfo.org/introduction/
the_decline_of_walking_and_bicycling.cfm.
6  Susan Babey, et.al. “A Patchwork for Progress,” Public Health Advocacy, November, 2011, available at http://www.publichealthadvocacy.org/wp-
content/uploads/2016/09/Patchwork-of-Progress_Brief_Recommendations-combined.pdf.
7  “Obesity Rates and Trends Overview,” the State of Obesity, January 30, 2018, available at https://stateofobesity.org/obesity-rates-trends-
overview/.
8  “Community Profile: County of San Diego, California,” Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, October 25, 2013, available at https://www.
cdc.gov/nccdphp/dch/programs/communitiesputtingpreventiontowork/communities/profiles/obesity-ca_sandiego-county.htm.
9  Susan Babey, et.al. “A Patchwork for Progress,” Public Health Advocacy, November, 2011, available at http://www.publichealthadvocacy.org/wp-
content/uploads/2016/09/Patchwork-of-Progress_Brief_Recommendations-combined.pdf.

Now is the time for city leaders to take a more active 
approach to creating safer environments. By prioritizing 
safer streets that encourage healthy transportation options 
we have an opportunity to create healthier people, healthier 
communities, and a healthier planet.

Image credit: Vision Zero Network
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Vision Zero is a data-driven approach to eliminate traffic 
fatalities and severe injuries, within a specific time frame, by 
focusing on safe speed limits, safe street designs, and safe 
people. Vision Zero started in Sweden in the 1990s and has 
since spread to more than 30 cities nationwide, including 
the City of San Diego.

Vision Zero strategies focus on:

• Reducing speed limits and prioritizing safety.
• Redesigning streets to make them accessible for 

people of all ages and abilities.
• Raising awareness of unsafe activities and 

changing behaviors.
• Enhancing data-driven traffic enforcement in the 

areas of greatest concern.

ELECTED LEADERSHIP
A key component of a successful Vision Zero program is 
support from elected leadership. Throughout the country 
we have seen mayors and city councilmembers rally 
around Vision Zero and bring together high-level officials 
from law enforcement, transportation, and public health 
to institutionalize collaboration and work together to save 
lives.10 Many cities start by adopting a Vision Zero resolution 

10  “Moving From Vision to Action,” Vision Zero Network, February 1, 2018, available at http://visionzeronetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/
MinimumElements_Final.pdf.

and then work across departments to develop a Vision Zero 
action plan to support implementation. Please see Appendix 
B for a sample Vision Zero Resolution.

Vision Zero challenges the traditional approach to traffic safety 
by recognizing that death and severe injury can be prevented 
by implementing a multipronged approach that focuses on 
safe speed limits, safe street designs, and safe people.

SAFE SPEEDS
Human error may be unavoidable, but safe speeds can help 
save lives. If a person walking is struck by a vehicle driving 
20 miles per hour, they have a 90 percent survival rate. 
The chance of survival drops to 50 percent if the vehicle is 
driving 30 miles per hour and drops to only 10 percent if the 
vehicle is driving 40 miles per hour. Cities including Seattle 
and New York have taken note and have reduced speed 
limits in residential and arterial streets to a maximum of 25 
miles per hour.

Adjusting speed limits alone will not change behavior, 
speed limits must also be enforced in order to be effective. 
A partnership with law enforcement to increase ticketing 
near the most dangerous corridors and intersections is a 
crucial component to create long-term behavior change.

A Solution for Safer Streets
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States such as Colorado, Illinois, Utah, and Washington have 
been able to pass strong legislation to support automated 
speed enforcement to protect vulnerable populations in 
areas such as school zones, residential, and construction 
zones.11

In Seattle, the police department and department of 
transportation worked together to install speed zone safety 
cameras at 14 school zones where speeding was an issue. 
Since the start of the program there has been a 71 percent 
drop in total collisions during camera activation hours and 
a 50 percent drop in total collisions during all times of the 
day. The average number of traffic violations per camera per 
day decreased by 64 percent since installation and average 
speeds have decreased by 4 percent.12

SAFE STREETS
By design, Vision Zero streets should encourage safe 
speeds, reduce motor vehicle traffic, and protect the most 
vulnerable users. Narrow streets tend to slow traffic while 
wide, arterial streets, tend to invite speeding and a lack of 
safe crosswalks. Treatments such as protected bike lanes, 
pedestrian islands, and ADA accessibility improve safety 
and help encourage all people to walk, bike, and use public 
transit.13

Since 2005, New York City found a 34 percent decrease 
in fatalities at locations where the Department of 
Transportation made major engineering changes that 
simplify driving, walking, and bicycling, and reduced 
conflicts.14 This was twice the rate of improvement 
compared to other locations where these changes were 
not made. City-specific fact sheets on the most dangerous 
intersections and corridors throughout South County can be 
found in Appendix A.

11  “Highway Worker Safety: Automated Speed Enforcement,” California Department of Transportation, August 3, 2011, available at http://www.
dot.ca.gov/newtech/researchreports/preliminary_investigations/docs/automated_speed_enforcement_preliminary_investigation_8-3-11.pdf.
12  “Vision Zero 2017 Progress Report,” City of Seattle, February 12, 2018, available at http://www.seattle.gov/Documents/Departments/
beSuperSafe/VZ_2017_Progress_Report.pdf.
13  “Elements of Vision Zero Streets,” Vision Zero Streets, January 30, 2018, available at https://www.visionzerostreets.org/.
14  “Street Design and Regulation,” New York City Vision Zero, February 12, 2018, available at http://www.nyc.gov/html/visionzero/pages/street-
design/street-design.html.
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SAFE PEOPLE
Often times we find ourselves rushing out the door and we 
do not think twice about driving over the speed limit, or 
just making it through a light before it turns red. Changing 
public perception of unsafe behaviors can be difficult. As 
a first step, it is important to start by looking at the data 
to understand the demographics of drivers involved in the 
majority of crashes. This way we can ensure any messaging 
developed as part of a public awareness campaign will 
resonate with the target audience. Through key informant 
interviews, New York City learned their target audience 
does not want to be told what to do, they want to be 
empowered. As a result, they created a campaign titled, 
“Your Choices Matter.”15 

ROAD SAFETY AND SOCIAL EQUITY
As cities begin directing funding towards infrastructure 
improvements, it is critical to prioritize safety improvements 
in the areas of greatest need. Traffic collisions 
disproportionately impact vulnerable communities, 
including people of color, individuals with lower income, 
seniors, children, and people that rely on walking and 
transit as their primary means of transportation.

While investing in these communities, cities should be 
cautious to ensure the increased attention is beneficial 
to the community, through increased engagement and 
empowerment, and not a detriment that causes a financial 
burden through increased ticketing and citations.

In Portland representatives wanted to ensure equity was 
part of their action plan so 10 of the 26 task force members 
represent organizations focused on advancing equity. As a 
result the city realized the need to address racial profiling 
and income disparity as part of their Vision Zero efforts. The 
task force also decided to elevate street redesign as a high 
priority in the action plan.16 

15  Communications Strategies for Vision Zero: Lessons From New York City, July 2016, available at http://visionzeronetwork.org/wp-content/
uploads/2017/01/VZ-Communications-Strategies-PDF-FINAL.pdf.
16  “Vision Zero Equity Strategies for Practitioners,” Vision Zero Network, February 13, 2018, available at http://visionzeronetwork.org/wp-content/
uploads/2017/05/VisionZero_Equity.pdf.

Image credit: Vision Zero Network
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THE BUSINESS CASE
Safe community design not only benefits the community 
at large, but it is also good for business. The United States 
Department of Transportation calculated the economic 
value of a life in 2016 at $9.6 million, regardless of age, 
income, mode of travel, or any other factor.17 The cost of the 
296 deaths that occurred in San Diego County in 2016 was 
approximately $2.84 billion.18 This cost was borne between 
governmental agencies, crash victims, and the general 
public. With an investment of just a fraction of this cost, 
cities can save taxpayer dollars. More importantly, they can 
help save lives.

On the other hand, the benefits of safe streets are good 
for the bottom line. Studies show that an increase of one 
point in a home’s Walk Score raises its value by $3,000.19 

There are also several economic impact studies that show 
the benefits of bike infrastructure, including that people 
who biked to businesses spent more money per month than 
those who drove.20

17  Moran, Molly J and Carlos Monje, Guidance on Treatment of the Economic Value of a Statistical Life (VSL) in U.S. Department of Transportation 
Analyses – 2016 Adjustment, U.S. Department of Transportation, available at https://www.transportation.gov/sites/dot.gov/files/docs/2016%20
Revised%20Value%20of%20a%20Statistical%20Life%20Guidance.pdf.
18  Wagner, Glenn, 2016 Annual Report, County of San Diego Department of the Medical Examiner, available at http://www.sandiegocounty.gov/
content/dam/sdc/me/docs/SDME%20Annual%20Report%202016.pdf.
19  Joe Cortright, The Economic Value of Walkability: New Evidence, City Observatory, August 30, 2016, available at http://cityobservatory.org/the-
economic-value-of-walkability-new-evidence/.
20  Darrent Flusche, Bicycling Means Business, Advocacy Advance, July 2012, available at https://bikeleague.org/sites/default/files/Bicycling_and_
the_Economy-Econ_Impact_Studies_web.pdf.
21  SANDAG, Meeting Notice and Agenda - Active Transportation Working Group (page 16), September 14, 2017, available at http://www.sandag.
org/uploads/meetingid/meetingid_4555_22460.pdf.
22  California Air Resources Board, California Greenhouse Gas Emission Inventory – 2017 Edition, June 6, 2017, available at https://www.arb.ca.gov/
cc/inventory/data/data.htm.

THE ENVIRONMENTAL CASE
Most cities county-wide have adopted a Climate Action 
Plan or are in the process of developing one.21 Strategies 
for reducing greenhouse gases (GHGs) are intertwined with 
the need for safe streets for all. State-wide, transportation 
is the largest contributor of GHGs at 39 percent, followed 
by industrial emissions (23 percent), and in-state electricity 
generation (11 percent).22  Any attempt at reducing 
GHGs must include reducing emissions caused by the 
transportation sector. While electric vehicles will contribute 
to these efforts, they still create emissions through 
electricity use. GHG reduction methods such as improving 
transportation options—making cities more walkable, 
bikeable, and transit-accessible—are needed to reach GHG 
reduction goals.

Making substantial progress on Climate Action Plan goals 
and saving lives can be implemented through overlapping 
strategies such as traffic calming, enhanced intersection 
safety, bicycle lanes, and comfortable sidewalks. Safe 
streets are streets that encourage healthy transportation 
and taking transit.
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Vision Zero Funding Resources

23  League of Cities, Shared Revenue Estimates: State Revenue Allocations to Cities and Counties (page 9), May 11, 2017, available at http://
californiacityfinance.com/LSR1704.pdf.
24  League of Cities, Shared Revenue Estimates: State Revenue Allocations to Cities and Counties (page 10), May 11, 2017, available at http://
californiacityfinance.com/LSR1704.pdf.
25 The California Local Government Finance Almanac, Shared Revenue Estimates: State Revenue Allocations to Cities and Counties, January 22,2019, 
available at http://www.californiacityfinance.com/.
26 California Transportation Commission, Active Transportation Program Guidelines, November 2017, available at http://www.catc.ca.gov/
programs/atp/2019/docs/2019-atp-final-draft-guidelines-112917.pdf.
27  SANDAG, TransNet Extension and Ordinance (page 7), available at http://www.sandag.org/uploads/projectid/projectid_341_8806.pdf.

Infrastructure projects big and small can cost a significant 
amount of money. While every city’s budget is limited, there 
are several revenue sources that can and should be used to 
fund important safety transportation projects.

The Road Repair and Accountability Act 
of 2017 (SB 1)
Otherwise known as the gas tax, SB1 is providing every 
jurisdiction with a significant influx of new funding for 
transportation projects. Local streets and roads allocations 
can be used for safety and complete streets, and may be 
used to satisfy a match requirement for eligible projects.23 
This funding cannot supplant existing revenue spending on 
transportation projects but must be used to supplement 
general fund transportation spending.24 Allocation estimates 
are available online.25

Caltrans Active Transportation Program
This grant can fund infrastructure and non-infrastructure 
(for example Safe Routes to School education programs) 
projects and the program’s goals include increasing the 
safety of non-motorized street users. ATP guidelines are 
available online.26

TransNet Local Street and Road 
Formula Funds
The TransNet Local Street and Road Formula Funds are 
administered by the San Diego Association of Governments. 
Funding can be used to develop a Climate Action Plan and 
Complete Streets Policy if the city has not yet adopted these 
documents. At least 70 percent of the funds provided for 
the local street and road program should fund construction 
or major rehabilitation and reconstruction of streets, traffic 
signal coordination, capital improvements that facilitate 
transit services and facilities, and other improvements.27 
These funds can assist a city in prioritizing safety 
improvements through major infrastructure projects. 
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SANDAG’s Active Transportation Grant 
Program (ATGP)
This grant can fund capital and non-capital transportation 
projects county-wide. Non-capital projects include education, 
encouragement, and awareness projects up to $300,000, 
which could fund a Safe Routes to School program.28

Caltrans Highway Safety Improvement 
Program (HSIP)
HSIP provides funding to data-supported projects that 
achieve a significant reduction in fatalities and serious 
injuries on public roads. Projects may be used on any local 
road, bicycle trail, or pedestrian pathway and may be funded 
up to $10 million. The last cycle recipients were announced 
in November 2016 and cycles are awarded every one to two  
years.29

28  SANDAG, Active Transportation Grant Program Call for Projects for the Fourth Cycle of Funding, December 15, 2017, available at http://www.
sandag.org/uploads/projectid/projectid_545_22921.pdf.
29  California Department of Transportation, Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP), available at http://dot.ca.gov/hq/LocalPrograms/hsip.
html.
30 Caltrans, Sustainable Transportation Planning Grant Program Grant Application Guide, January, 2018, available at http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/
tpp/grant_files/FY_18-19/01_FINAL_JAN18_STPGrantGuideFY2018-19.pdf
31  California Office of Traffic Safety, About Us, available at http://www.ots.ca.gov/OTS_and_Traffic_Safety/About_OTS.asp.

Caltrans Sustainable Transportation 
Planning Grants
This grant funds local and regional planning efforts that 
further state goals, including Vision Zero Plans.30

The California Office of Traffic Safety 
(OTS) 
OTS administers traffic safety grant funds that are released 
annually with applications due in January.31 The San Diego 
Police Department regularly receives grant funding from 
OTS for their education and enforcement efforts.
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Conclusion
Support for safer streets from elected leadership has been 
a key component for Vision Zero’s success in other cities. 
In each of these localities, elected officials are announcing 
their support for Vision Zero and simultaneously releasing 
a plan for action, in partnership with police and other city 
departments. Leadership for a data-driven approach to 
safe streets and roads can save lives, promote a healthy 
and active lifestyle, and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 
Vision Zero is a win-win-win for everyone.
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Vision Zero Policy Recommendations

Prioritize safety for Capital Improvement Programs funding prioritization

Capital Improvement Programs (CIPs) should prioritize infrastructure projects that enhance safety where 
data show the highest number of crashes occur for both corridors and intersections. CIPs that do not 
already prioritize existing funding for these projects should be reexamined to make safety a policy priority.

Adopt Complete Streets policies and update street design guidelines

Cities should adopt Complete Streets policies to ensure that road improvements benefit safety for all 
users. These policies should be complemented with street design guidelines. Cities can adopt policies, 
resolutions, manuals, and traffic calming approaches that institutionalize the provision of multi-modal 
street design. The National Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO) has numerous resources 
outlining model street designs.

Introduce traffic calming measures where crashes occur most frequently

Traffic calming should be deployed on the dangerous corridors and intersections where data shows the 
most collisions occur. Traffic calming can be as simple as restriping to narrow existing travel lanes in 
order to reduce speeding or can involve larger capital improvements. Cities such as Chula Vista and San 
Diego have been successful in soliciting funds from the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) 
for these types of improvements.

Research data to determine most dangerous behaviors contributing to crashes

At the heart of Vision Zero is the coordination of safe street design, education, and enforcement 
activities to save lives. Jurisdictions should research the most common causes for crashes, and after 
implementing appropriate traffic calming measures, engage the local police department to implement 
education and enforcement to encourage safe driving. Cities such as San Diego and El Cajon have been 
successful in soliciting funds from the California Office of Traffic Safety (OTS) to conduct education and 
enforcement activities.

Assess potential for Safe Routes programs to Schools, to Transit, and for Seniors

Cities should prioritize traffic calming projects on dangerous corridors and intersections, especially 
when in close proximity to schools, transit, and senior populations. Cities should build partnerships 
with school districts and apply for Safe Routes to Schools, to Transit, and for Seniors funding for both 
education and infrastructure projects. Grants from OTS, Caltrans’ Active Transportation Program, and 
SANDAG’s Active Transportation Grant Program provide funding for these types of activities.

The following are steps communities can take to achieve Vision Zero:

1

2

3

4

5
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9 Components of a Strong Vision Zero Commitment

POLITICAL COMMITMENT
The highest-ranking local officials (Mayor, City Council, 
City Manager) make an official and public commitment 
to a Vision Zero goal to achieve zero traffic fatalities 
and severe injuries among all road users (including 
people walking, biking, using transit, 
and driving) within a set timeframe. This 
should include passage of a local policy 
laying out goals, timeline, stakeholders, 
and a commitment to community 
engagement, transparency, & 
equitable outcomes.

MULTI-DISCIPLINARY LEADERSHIP
An official city Vision Zero Taskforce (or Leadership 
Committee) is created and charged with leading the 
planning effort for Vision Zero. The Taskforce should 
include, at a minimum, high-ranking representatives 
from the Office of the Mayor, Police, Transportation 
(or equivalent), and Public Health. Other departments 
to involve include Planning, Fire, Emergency Services, 

Public Works, District 
Attorney, Office of Senior 
Services, Disability, and 
the School District.

ACTION PLAN
Vision Zero Action Plan (or 
Strategy) is created within 1 
year of initial commitment 
and is implemented with clear 

strategies, owners of each 
strategy, interim targets, 
timelines, & performance 

measures.

EQUITY
City stakeholders commit to both 
an equitable approach to Vision 
Zero by establishing inclusive and 
representative processes, as well 
as equitable outcomes by ensuring 
measurable benchmarks to provide 

safe transportation 
options for all road 
users in all parts of 
the city. 

COOPERATION & 
COLLABORATION
A commitment is 
made to encourage 
meaningful cooperation 
and collaboration among relevant 
governmental agencies & community 
stakeholders to establish a 
framework for multiple stakeholders 
to set shared goals and focus on 
coordination and accountability.

SYSTEMS-BASED APPROACH
City leaders commit to and prioritize a systems-based 
approach to Vision Zero — focusing on the built 
environment, systems, and policies that influence 
behavior — as well as adopting messaging that 
emphasizes that these traffic losses are preventable.

DATA-DRIVEN
City stakeholders commit to gather, 
analyze, utilize, and share reliable data 
to understand traffic safety issues and 
prioritize resources based on evidence of 
the greatest needs and impact.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Opportunities are created to invite meaningful 
community engagement, such as select community 
representation on the Taskforce, broader community 

input through public meetings or 
workshops, online surveys, and other 
feedback opportunities.

TRANSPARENCY
The city’s process is transparent to city stakeholders 
and the community, including regular 
updates on the progress on the Action 
Plan and performance measures, and a 
yearly report (at minimum) to the local 
governing board (e.g., City Council).

Based on the experiences of early-adopter cities in the United States, these nine components have proven to be 
an effective high-level framework for communities considering a Vision Zero commitment. While these are not 
the only factors to consider, they are critical aspects to ensure a strong and lasting commitment to Vision Zero. 

For more visit the Vision Zero Network at visionzeronetwork.org. 
Questions or ideas? Contact leah@visionzeronetwork.org.
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Intersections with Highest Number of Bicycle & 
Pedestrian Crashes

Intersection Collisions

Imperial Beach Boulevard & Louden Lane 5

Thirteenth Street & Imperial Beach Boulevard 5

Third Street & Palm Avenue & Silver Strand Boulevard 3
Twelfth Street & Palm Avenue 3
Imperial Beach Boulevard & Seacoast Drive 3
Florida Street & Palm Avenue 3
Seventh Street & Palm Avenue 3
Connecticut Street & Imperial Beach Boulevard 3
Tenth Street & Palm Avenue 2
Seventh Street & SR 75 2

Corridors with Highest Number of Bicycle 
and Pedestrian Crashes

Corridor Total
Palm Avenue 32
Imperial Beach Boulevard 28
Thirteenth Street 15
Ninth Street 11
Calla Avenue 11

Total Pedestrian and Bicycle Crashes and Deaths 
by Year, Compared with Homicides

Year Total Bike/Ped 
Collisions

Total Bike/ Ped 
Fatalities Homicides

2006 14 0 1
2007 15 0 0
2008 15 0 0
2009 18 0 2
2010 26 0 0
2011 7 0 0
2012 14 0 2
2013 17 0 1
2014 20 1 0
2015 20 1 0
2016 7 0 1
Total 173 2 7

City of 
Imperial Beach
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Intersections with Highest Number of Bicycle & 
Pedestrian Crashes

Intersection Collisions

Eighth Street & Roosevelt Avenue 6

Highland Avenue & Plaza Boulevard 5

Eighth Street & National City Boulevard 5
Eighth Street & Highland Avenue 5
Thirteenth Street & Highland Avenue 5
Fourth Street & Highland Avenue 5
Twelfth Street & Highland Avenue 4
Eighteenth Street & D Avenue 4
Sixteenth Street & B Avenue 4
N Avenue & Plaza Boulevard & Safeway Drive 4

Corridors with Highest Number of Bicycle 
and Pedestrian Crashes

Corridor Total
Highland Avenue 89
Eighth Street 55
Plaza Boulevard 40
Eighteenth Street 38
Sixteenth Avenue 20

Total Pedestrian and Bicycle Crashes and Deaths 
by Year, Compared with Homicides

Year Total Bike/Ped 
Collisions

Total Bike/ Ped 
Fatalities Homicides

2006 45 2 2
2007 36 2 6
2008 42 2 0
2009 39 2 2
2010 36 2 4
2011 48 2 1
2012 44 1 4
2013 63 3 1
2014 53 8 2
2015 47 2 2
2016 56 3 3
Total 509 29 27

City of 
National City
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Intersections with Highest Number of Bicycle & 
Pedestrian Crashes

Intersection Collisions

Fifth Avenue & H Street 12

Broadway & H Street 12

Broadway & Palomar Street 10
Broadway & F Street 10
Third Avenue & K Street 10
Industrial Boulevard & Palomar Street 9
H Street & Oaklawn Avenue 9
Broadway & Moss Street 9
Broadway & Naples Street 9
Broadway & Oxford Street 8

Corridors with Highest Number of Bicycle 
and Pedestrian Crashes

Corridor Total
Broadway 155
Third Avenue 101
H Street 99
Palomar Street 74
Fourth Avenue 64

Total Pedestrian and Bicycle Crashes and Deaths 
by Year, Compared with Homicides

Year Total Bike/Ped 
Collisions

Total Bike/ Ped 
Fatalities Homicides

2006 104 5 7
2007 130 3 8
2008 113 6 6
2009 110 6 4
2010 117 3 2
2011 129 1 6
2012 128 7 8
2013 121 3 2
2014 142 9 7
2015 134 3 6
2016 137 4 1
Total 1365 50 57

City of 
Chula Vista
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Intersections with Highest Number of Bicycle & 
Pedestrian Crashes

Intersection Collisions

Dana Place & Orange Avenue 10

Silver Strand Boulevard & Tarawa Road 9

Avenida Del Sol & Orange Avenue & Silver Strand Boulevard 6
Isabella Avenue & Orange Avenue 5
Third Street & B Avenue 5
Rendova Road & Silver Strand Boulevard 5
Avenida de las Arenas & Silver Strand Boulevard 5

Corridors with Highest Number of Bicycle 
and Pedestrian Crashes

Corridor Total
Route 75 65
Orange Avenue 30
First Street 14
Tenth Street 14
Fifth Street 13

Total Pedestrian and Bicycle Crashes and Deaths 
by Year, Compared with Homicides

Year Total Bike/Ped 
Collisions

Total Bike/ Ped 
Fatalities Homicides

2006 29 1 0
2007 24 0 1
2008 23 0 0
2009 28 0 0
2010 22 0 0
2011 30 0 0
2012 37 0 3
2013 38 0 0
2014 28 0 0
2015 33 1 0
2016 48 0 0
Total 340 2 4

City of 
Coronado
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DRAFT RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF 
THE CITY OF ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA

RESOLUTION NO_____

A RESOLUTION endorsing Vision Zero, for the City of Alexandria to achieve 
zero traffic deaths and serious injuries on Alexandria streets by 2028

WHEREAS, traffic crashes are among the leading cause of deaths and injuries in the world, the 
United States, and the City; and

WHEREAS, death and injury on our streets is unacceptable and serious crashes are preventable; 
and

WHEREAS, traffic deaths and serious injuries in the United States have disproportionately impacted 
people of color, low-income households, older adults and youth, people with disabilities, people 
with limited English proficiency, and households with limited vehicle access; and

WHEREAS, streets and transportation systems have traditionally been designed primarily for 
maximum vehicular capacity and mobility, rather than the safe accommodation of all modes and 
users; and

WHEREAS, the city’s Strategic Goals include  protecting the safety, health and security of its 
residents, businesses, employees and visitors; and
WHEREAS, Vision Zero provides a framework for reducing traffic deaths and serious injuries to 
zero, while increasing safe, healthy, equitable mobility for all; and

WHEREAS, Vision Zero focuses on safety as a primary objective for our transportation systems; 
and

WHEREAS, the City has adopted an amendment to the Transportation Master Plan that includes a 
strategy to evaluate traffic deaths and develop a Vision Zero program that outlines the framework, 
budget and staffing needed to work towards eliminating pedestrian and bicycle related deaths 
and serious injuries in Alexandria; and

WHEREAS, successful Vision Zero programs are a result of both a complete government approach 
(i.e. interdepartmental, coordinated initiatives) and community support of Vision Zero objectives 
and action plan;
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF 
THE CITY OF ALEXANDRIA:

1. The City of Alexandria hereby adopts a goal of eliminating traffic deaths and serious injuries 
by 2028; and endorses Vision Zero as a comprehensive and holistic approach to achieving this 
goal.

2. The City Council directs the City Manager to form an interdepartmental working group 
to develop a Vision Zero Action Plan for future consideration by Council, based upon a 
comprehensive analysis of traffic deaths and injuries in (Insert City), which would identify 
associated funding needed for the City to reach the goal of zero deaths and serious injuries 
by 2028.

3. The City Council directs the City Manager to ensure that the Vision Zero Action Plan addresses 
the inequity in traffic deaths and serious injuries through a combination of equitable 
engineering, enforcement, education, and evaluation.

4. The City Council directs the City Manager to engage the community in the development and 
implementation of a Vision Zero Action Plan.

5. The City Council directs staff to provide an annual report on implementation of the Vision 
Zero Action Plan including progress toward eliminating traffic deaths and serious injuries by 
2028.

6. This resolution shall take effect immediately upon its adoption.

Adopted by the City Council of the City of Alexandria on January 24, 2017.

Mayor
    City of Alexandria, Virginia

Clerk
     City Council of City of Alexandria, Virginia 
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